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A Tour of Manitoba’s Ancient Trees

Trees have a genetic capacity to reach extreme age. They live for hundreds of years elsewhere  in 
the world compared to trees in Manitoba – or so it seems.

Join Manitoba’s rural forester, Guy Shelemy on a local tour of Manitoba’s ancient woody 
citizens. Discover ancient trees which have been found in rural Manitoba and learn of their significance 
within the surrounding landscape. Unfortunately, the majority of ancient trees in Manitoba remain 
unrecognized and their survival is threatened by the slow creep of urbanization into Manitoba’s rural 
forest.

The tour starts in West St Paul, near the site of the Three Sisters Oak, found within a bur oak 
forest stand which is progressively being removed for a new housing development. The tour then moves 
ahead of the current front-line of creeping urbanization, taking a northward direction away from 
Winnipeg. The tour will make stops at various sites in St Andrews and Selkirk for participants to view 
and listen to commentary. The tour ends that afternoon in Selkirk.

Shelemy will explain how trees with significant age can be recognized so they can be given 
consideration for preservation. “There is a fragile physiological/ecological balance between an ancient 
tree and its surroundings which have taken decades and centuries to establish,” Shelemy says. Learn 
about ancient trees, their morphophysiology and some of Shelemy’s research towards establishment of 
‘legacy trees’ which will have potential to live for centuries in Manitoba’s harsh climate.

The tour will comply with Manitoba’s COVID restrictions that are enforced at the time. The tour 
starts at 10:00 am on Saturday, September 25th at the Sunova Community Centre Parking Lot in 
West St Paul where participants will receive a tour map package to follow in their vehicles.

Guy Shelemy is a rural forester and a member of the Canadian Institute of Forestry (CIF) the 
Manitoba Forestry Association (MFA) and the Arboricultural Research & Education Academy (AREA). 
Shelemy has a long-standing fascination with his research into paleo-trees and ancient trees. His field 
research has taken him to the United States, Britain and Europe. He is currently writing a book on rural 
forestry.
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